Listen Technologies creates solutions that remove barriers so you can provide exceptional and inclusive experiences.

ListenTALK is a portable one or two-way communication system that’s perfect for multiple applications and venues, including assistive listening, guided tours, training, group communication, language interpretation, and more.

The ListenTALK Solution

Distance, noise, and language barriers can make it difficult to hear and understand.
Whether conducting training on a noisy plant floor or leading a VIP tour through the facility, ListenTALK allows clear communication without straining the presenter’s voice. Ensure all participants can engage and understand while fielding questions and providing real-time feedback.

**Case Study:** See ListenTALK in a Fulfillment Center in Ohio

ListenTALK changed how a fulfillment center in Ohio ran its tours and increased its effectiveness by providing a more engaging tour.

- Enables participants to hear in every environment
- Easily pair on-the-go with near-field communication (NFC)
- Ask questions through onboard mic or headset

Read more about how ListenTALK improves efficiency by ensuring everyone can hear, understand, and engage in important discussions.
ListenTALK is a simple and reliable portable solution for assistive listening in a variety of environments where an installed technology is not feasible such as schools and corporate facilities.

**Case Study: See ListenTalk in a School**

Using ListenTALK transceivers, one unit is used as the teacher’s microphone with attached headset. Hearing-impaired students wear a transceiver using their own headset or neck loop direct to hearing aid.

- Compatible with any headsets or earbuds with a standard 3.5 mm jack
- Meet local compliance laws for assistive listening
- Facilitate greater collaboration and engagement

**System Recommendation**

- **LKS-4 ListenTALK Portable ADA Kit**

This portable system is easily transported and stored in its own carrying case and is ready to use in less than a minute. The LKS-4 meets the American's with Disabilities Act (ADA) requirement for assistive listening for rooms with a seating capacity up to 75.

**Accessories**

- **LA-438**
  - Transmit audio direct to telecoil-equipped hearing aids or cochlear implants
- **LA-436**
  - Microphone Input/Headphone Output Cable
  - Great for connecting to room audio
- **LA-480**
  - Docking Station 16
  - Easily charge, store (mountable), and pair/program
ListenTALK is breaking the language barrier. Whether you need to provide seamless communications in a courtroom, or accommodate foreign language visitors in the office, ListenTALK is the perfect solution supporting up to 20 languages in the same space.

**Case Study:** See ListenTALK in a Courtroom

ListenTALK ensures that attorneys, clients, the judge, and members of the jury can effectively hear and communicate when needed, without the risk of interrupting important proceedings.

- Receive and transmit language interpretation from a single unit
- Easily sanitize the entire system between uses
- Transmits secure audio to paired devices within a 100-meter radius indoors

**Accessories**

**Receiver Options**

- **LKR-11** Receiver PRO
  - One-Way Communication
  - NFC Pairing
  - Volume Control
  - OLED Display

- **LKR-12** Receiver BASIC
  - One-Way Communication
  - Volume Control
  - LED Battery Status Indicator

**Interpretation**

- **LA-461** Lavalier Microphone (TRRS)
  - Non-directional microphone for hands-free interpretation

- **LA-402** Universal Stereo Headphones
  - Reduces distractions from outside noise

- **LA-435** ListenTALK AAA Battery Compartment
  - Perfect for on-the-go systems or as a backup option

Read more about how ListenTALK ensures guests can listen and engage in their native language to participate more fully.

**LINK TO STORY**
ListenTALK is the all-in-one solution that enhances audio in any setting to increase inclusion and provide more engaging experiences.

**Communicate Clearly in Any Environment**

- **Push-to-Talk**
- **Long Battery Life**
- **Easily Manage Groups**
- **Easy to Sanitize**
- **BYO Earbuds**
- **Zero Installation**

**One-Way Communication**

- One-way audio is the ideal solution for assistive listening and language interpretation.

**Two-Way Communication**

- Two-way audio is ideal for tours, training, and small group communication.

**Interpretation Mode**

- Interpreters can hear the source language and simultaneously deliver interpretation from one unit. ListenTALK can also be configured for relay interpretation.